
ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY ON PIT BULLS

To me he is a friend, a loyal companion that never leaves my side, a lovable pooch that forgives without remorse, and a
gullible pup that chases.

It takes time and patiences to have a dog; when people do not have that kind of dedication, that is when the
dogs act out. A compare and contrast essay requires comparing and contrasting various dogs to stress the main
traits of a pit bull. Pitbulls are always under constant scrutiny by the media. These dogs should always legal to
own if families care for them in the correct way. One thing that is especially great about dogs is that there are
many different breeds of dogs out there that have different characteristics, and traits. Throughout the last five
years, pit bulls have been a big issue owing to the dog attacking occurrences. She took her service dog with
her and walked the other way. The Pitbull terrier has its reputation damaged every time there is a dog attack
incident. Canada too has taken action. These dogs have to endure tons of abuse and are at risk of being used
for fighting. The jaws of a Pitbull terrier and Chihuahua were examined. There are no positive articles
anywhere that shows the sweet and lovable side of this beautiful dog. Drug dealers and other criminals began
to get pitbulls to signify the power, strength, and ferocity of the lifestyle they chose to live. They are thought
to be the most well built canines, obviously an overstatement. Kathryn Destreza, an investigator on the case,
stated thats how they live their life. This awful situation is exactly what happened to Abcde Santos. With these
five key ideas, pit bulls can be great pets just like any other dog breed. Pitbulls are extremely loyal and will do
anything to get praise from its handler, this is the ultimate downfall. Sears, Ashley. There are many reasons
why we fear this particular breed and one reason is because we fear what we do not understand. Pitbulls are
perceived in the wrong way. They could not distinctly tell the difference between a pitbull and a non pitbull.
She was devastated. An article from NBC Chicago reported that a city in Iowa took a handicapped mans
service dog away because of the ban on pit bulls in the city Balde. He could have killed one of us CNN Wire.


